For some cubic graphs G exact values are found for boundaries of extrema of the number of vertices with an interval spectrum among the set of proper edge t -colorings of G under variation of t .
We consider undirected connected simple finite graphs, which contain at least one edge. ( ) V G and ( ) E G denote the sets of vertices and edges of a graph G , respectively. An arbitrary nonempty finite subset of consecutive integers is called an interval. A function 
If G is a graph and t is an integer satisfying the inequality
, let us set [3] :
For any graph G , set [3] : μ , 12 μ , 21 μ and 22 μ were found for simple chains, simple cycles, simple cycles with a chord [4] , complete graphs [9] , complete bipartite graphs [8, 10] , "Möbius ladders" [3] , prismatic graphs [7] and n -dimensional cubes [7, 11] . The exact values of the parameters 11 μ and 22 μ for trees were found in [1] . The exact value of the parameter 12 μ for an arbitrary tree was found in [5] (see also [2, 6] ). In this paper we present a theorem which gives the exact values of the parameters 11 μ , 12 μ , 21 μ , 22 μ for prismatic graphs and "Möbius ladders". Now, for any integer 3 n ≥ , we define cubic graphs 
, ,...,
On boundaries of extrema of the number of vertices
For any integer 3 n ≥ , let us set (1) 0, 1,
Theorem. For arbitrary integers n and k , satisfying the inequalities 3 n ≥ , 1 2 k ≤ ≤ , the following equalities hold ( ) 
